
 

 

Spotlight Stock Market enters into agreement with 
Ritzau Finans and expands its Danish eco-system  

Spotlight launched its Danish offer in 2018 with the same vision as Spotlight has in 

Sweden: to give growth companies access to capital.    

Small and medium sized growth companies are important for the growth of the Danish 

economy. Studies show that SMEs profoundly contributes to the overall growth of the 

economy, it also shows that listed SMEs contribute to increased job opportunities 

compared to SMEs that are not listed. SMEs need access to capital to be able to grow.    

 
Spotlight has from the very beginning strived to build an eco-system around growth companies. 
An eco-system that creates increased visibility as well as transparency of the companies in 
order to contribute to a healthy market and increased levels of information for the investors. 
Spotlight’s vision is to build and contribute to the Danish eco-system. Important parts of financial 
eco-systems are that several independent parties contribute to- and distribute information to 
investors.    
 
”Ritzau Finans monitor and cover in general activities of economic relevance for our society, 

including SMEs. SMEs are vital for the overall economic development of the Danish economy.”   
 Søren Funch, director Ritzau Finans.   
 

Ritzau Finans monitor, evaluate, rewrite and distribute news about the companies, that are 
listed on Spotlight’s Danish list. The news are, amongst others, displayed on Spotlight’s 
website.    
 
“It is our experience that the eco-system creates increased quality and trust, which leads to a 

more active marketplace. A more active marketplace is an advantage for both investors and 

companies.”  
 Peter Gönczi, CEO Spotlight Stock Market   

 

Spotlight has expanded its offer to the Danish market and entered into agreement with Ritzau 
Finans that they will distribute company announcements.    
 
”Ritzau Finans is a very important actor in Denmark and has an in depth experience from 

financial journalism, as well as wide distribution channels. Ritzau Finans contributes profoundly 

to the Danish eco-system. That is important to us.”    

 Peter Gönczi, CEO Spotlight Stock Market.   
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”With regards to financial information to the market, it is of outmost importance that the 

information is spread as widely as possible. Ritzau Finans has a very broad distribution in 

Denmark.”   

Søren Funch, director Ritzau Finans.   
   

RITZAU FINANS   
Ritzau Finans is Denmark’s leading financial news media. Eleven highly specialised journalists 
secure that the readers receive fast and reliable information for them to act on.    
Ritzau Finans is the preferred news partner for professionals as well as private investors and for 
Danish business media.    
We secure a thorough coverage of all listed companies and their international competitors. 
During the day we deliver market coverage on commodities, currency, shares and bonds on the 
most important markets.   
 
Spotlight 
+46 8-511 68 000  
info@spotlightstockmarket.com 
   

ABOUT SPOTLIGHT   

Spotlight is the marketplace where investors and growth companies meet. At Spotlight it is 

easier and safer for companies to be listed. We offer a overall solution that increase the visibility 

for our companies through unique media collaborations. Investors get the opportunity to 

become shareholders in more than 170 growth companies from different businesses and 

countries, among those are Freetrailer, Bahnhof and Synthetic MR.    
www.spotlightstockmarket.dk   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


